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Who Do You Think You Are, Telling Me What To Do?

REBELMANN to release single INDIAN LAND May 10, 2015. Be Ready!

LOS ANGELES - April 28, 2015 - PRLog -- First of all, these teens write their own music, play their own
instruments, and sing without autotune or studio trickery! And it is GOOD!! The REBELMANN brothers!!

This music holds up to any rock record out there and better! ...because these guys are still teens!!

The lead singer and guitarist, Clayton Mann, sounds well beyond his young age, and has a vocal range that
holds its own in the arena of rock singers. Amazing power too!

The lead guitarist, and lefty Les Paul player, Johnathon Mann, is an amazing player with a wide variety of
styles most notably reminiscent of Slash, with the crying wah wah ripping lead solos over a bed of grinding
solid rhythm section filled in by brothers Clayton and Bryce Mann.

Bryce Mann is the drummer and twin brother to Johnathon, and he is a total drumming powerhouse! I hear
so many influences young and old that it is difficult to categorize him into one particular style, though
Tommy Lee and Alex Van Halen come to mind...

This song, INDIAN LAND, is quite controversial. It is hauntingly magnificent, both in vocal delivery and
musicianship of the MANN brothers. You simply have to hear this song!

Contact
Bill Alexander
***@gmail.com
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